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Tunisia’s President Beji Caid Essebsi becomes the
second Arab state leader to sign a declaration
on media freedom that will reform the industry

T

unisia’s President Beji Caid Essebsi has
signed a declaration on media freedom
that marks a “turning point” for the country’s
media industry and free speech.
The declaration was signed by heads of
all parliamentary groups at a meeting held in
Tunis on 26 August. The official signing was
attended by delegates from the International
Federation of Journalists (IFJ), UNESCO and
the Office of the High Commissioner for
Human Rights.
The IFJ described the move as a clear
commitment to the principles of media
freedom and independent journalism.

Mr Essebsi became the second Arab state
leader to sign the declaration, which was first
backed by Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas on 02 August.
Monir Zaarour, IFJ regional coordinator,
said the signing of the declaration “will be
remembered as the turning point for media
freedom in Tunisia and the Arab World”.
He continued: “It is a recognition that
press freedom and independent journalism
is not only a force for public good, it is also a
public good itself.”
A national meeting was held after the
signing with more than 150 participants
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New Zealand faces
new digital media law

T

he New Zealand government has announced plans to update the broadcasting legislation to include online content, a
move that is also expected to reinforce standards for television stations.
In a statement issued on 22 August,
Minister of Broadcasting Amy Adams said the
government’s aim is to regulate mainstream
entertainment websites rather than focus on
all types of online video content.
The new rules will mean subscription
VoD service providers, such as Netflix, will
be subject to the same rules that apply to
television stations.
Changes to regulations will affect Netflix,
which has been operational in New Zealand
for more than a year.
Ms Adams described the media sector
as being “in a period of great change” with
the nation’s content consumption activity
changing rapidly in recent years.
She said: “In today’s world where New
Zealanders can access content anywhere
and at any time, it’s important we ensure our
legislation remains fit for purpose. On-demand
content is either regulated inconsistently or
not at all, which can potentially expose the
public to harm, as all content is not subject to
the same classification standard.”
The government is proposing changes to
the Broadcasting Act through a new Digital
Convergence Bill that will ensure “consistency
and fairness across the sector, and support
continued innovation and growth within the
industry. Any regulation should also protect
the need of New Zealanders to access diverse,
high-quality local and international content”,
Ms Adams said.

Contributors

A “turning point” for Tunisia as
President backs media reform

Morocco: New legal framework for media
By Jaafar Laidi, Garrigues

News
“Anti-Babis” law to
stop government
from owning media

T

Rolling Stone sells 49 % of
iconic magazine to BandLab
Wenner Media has sold a 49 per cent stake
of its magazine Rolling Stone to BandLap
Technologies, a Singapore-based digital
music company that owns a portfolio of
online and offline music-related businesses
Announced on 25 September, the deal
gives BandLab Technologies part ownership
of Rolling Stone’ print and digital assets but
does not include ownership of the magazine’s
corporate parent, Wenner Media.
The acquisition marks the first-ever
outside investment in the iconic magazine,
which was established almost 50 years ago.
Under the terms of the deal, a subsidiary
called Rolling Stone international will be set
up in Singapore and managed by Meng Ru
Kuok, BandLab Technologies’ 28-year-old CEO
and founder.

The new subsidiary will develop live
events, merchandising and hospitality – areas
where BandLab Technologies has experience.
The magazine publishes 12 international
editions, including four in Asia Pacific and
has a global audience of more than 65 million
people, according to the company.
In an interview with Bloomberg, Mr
Wenner said: “Our strategic partnership is
focussed on brand extensions into new areas
we haven’t quite fully been in the past, such
as merchandising, live events, hospitality –
they are areas we have dabbled in but never
really seriously gone after.”
He added: “Meng and his team bring a
great deal of understanding, infrastructure,
know-how and act in that extraordinarily
exciting market of Asia and beyond.”

he Czech government has approved a bill
that bans future government members
from owning media, a move critisised for targeting Finance Minister and media tycoon
Andrej Babis.
The conflict of interest law, described
as “Anti-Basis“, was backed by all parties
except governing coalition party ANO whose
members say the law clearly targets their
party leader Mr Babis.
The amended legislation passed through
parliament on 14 September and bans all
members of future cabinets from owning
media outlets and prevents companies in
which ministers own more than a 25 per cent
from receiving state grants.
ANO accused the Social Democrats and
Christian Democrats, its partners in the
coalition government, of directly attacking
Mr Babis, whose media empire includes two
leading newspapers and a radio station. Mr
Babis also owns agriculture and chemical
conglomerate Agrofert, which receives state
and EU subsidies.
After the vote, which passed by 135
votes in a 200-seat chamber, Prime Minister
Bohuslav Sobotka and leader of the Social
Democrats commented on Twitter: “The
oligarchs will have to make a choice: to be
in the government or get subsidies, public
contracts and media ownership.”
Mr Babis is potentially a leading candidate
to become prime minister after next year’s
election and is the largest private employer in
the country.

A “turning point” for Tunisia’s media industry
representing media organisations, editors,
national commissions and institutions and
journalists who also signed the declaration.
Neji Bghouri, executive committee
member of IFJ, said the country now has clear
guidelines for reforming Tunisian media.
The declaration will serve as a guide to the
government and parliament when they begin
the process of passing the media legislation
“particularly when reforming public service

media and the law on the higher independent
commission of the regulation of the audio
visual sector”, explained Mr Bghouri.
The official signing of the declaration
was the culmination of a 20-month process
of consultation with technical experts and
media stakeholders. The country will follow
16 key principles to achieve the highest
international standards of media freedom
and protect journalists’ rights. The declaration
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continued from page 1

also called on all governments and intergovernmental organisations in the region
to commit to practical methods to establish
and enforce an independent mechanism for
media freedom.
Mr Zaarour said the declaration will “pave
the way for the establishment of a regional
mechanism to support media freedom in the
Arab world that is truly independent from
government control”.
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Amended law protects sources
and incorporates digital press
Jaafar Laidi

Changes to Morocco’s media legislation mean
freedom of speech and fair trials for journalists
After several years of tense discussions
and political debates, Morocco finally has
new press legislation. The amended law was
published on 15 August.
This new legislation aims to comply with
the country’s new Constitution of 2011
through express recognition of freedom of
expression, innocence presumption and fair
trials in cases involving journalists.
One substantial innovation under the
new legislation is the abolishment of prison
sanctions for journalists and its replacement
with fines. The old 1958 press legislation
(amended in 2002) contained various prison
sanctions for journalists. However, this is not
really an abolishment.
On the same day, 15 August, an
amendment of existing criminal legislation
was published including prison sanctions

www.medialawinternational.com

for various offences ranging from offending
Islam or monarchy to contesting the
country’s territorial integrity. Incitement for
discrimination or hatred against persons
through press publications can also send
authors to prison.
This duality of sanctions was highly
criticised by Moroccan journalists. They
consider that the amendment of the criminal
legislation includes broad concepts such as
offending Islam or monarchy that would allow
criminal prosecutions against journalists and
lead to imprisonment. They also criticised the
exceptionally high penalty fines contained in
the new legislation.
As was the case with the old legislation,
the key element will be how Moroccan courts
enforce the new legislation. This latter is broad
enough in its definition of offenses to allow

judges to use it or not against journalists.
Although the new legislation provoked
negative reactions, it still brought some new
concepts that would help to improve the legal
framework of media in Morocco. For example
existing digital media now have a specific
legislation recognising them whereas the old
legislation did not include digital press.
The new legislation also brought the new
concept of confidentiality for journalistic
sources and judicial protection of the same.
Secrecy of sources is now recognised except
for matters involving national security or
when individuals’ private life is involved.
The Ministry of Communication pushed
for the restriction of advertisement for
alcohol and gambling in print and digital
press. However, this was abandoned as it
would have broadly impacted the income of
newspapers and websites. Alcohol companies
and sports betting public companies are the
major advertisers in the Moroccan press.
Although this legislation has brought
some new concepts and clarified others such
as digital press, journalists express serious
doubts about the improvement of freedom
of expression as a result of changes to the
country’s media law.
During the last decade Moroccan courts
have sent various journalists to prisons or
ordered large fines against others because
of political opinions against the monarchy
or Islam. Reporters Sans frontiéres, a French
organisation acting for the freedom of
expression, ranked Morocco in position 131
(among 180 countries) in its 2016 ranking.
There is little hope that the situation will
improve with the new legislation particularly
if Moroccan courts continue to sanction
journalists as they have done up till now.
Commentators say the situation for the
press in Morocco has worsened in the last
decade. There are concerns this new law will
not be enough to change this trend.

jaafar.laidi@garrigues.com
+212 522 77 72 40
www.garrigues.com
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Unified Inbox: Artificial Intelligence - Part 1.
Shutterstock/ Tatiana Shepeleva

their bios and contact information at the end of this article). Here’s what we
asked them, and their striking responses:

What is AI and why is it now a legal
concern?
Sudha Jamthe:
AI means different things to different people. There are people who think
of AI as a sensationalized topic that will build robots who will take over the
world. We are far away from this in today’s technology.
Today, the new wave of AI that is being championed by many of the
top tech companies and new startup investments is all about Machine
Intelligence. Especially in the context of IoT and AI, it is about making
machines that are autonomous and can drive some actions making
necessary decisions along the way.
Examples range from self-driving cars and trucks to machine-to-machine
(M2M) IoT devices communicating with other IoT devices to drive actions
such as paying for parts to keep an automated machine floor running
without human intervention.

Ramu Kannan:
Internet-enabled devices are becoming more and more pervasive. Each
of these devices is producing a steady stream of both structured and
unstructured data.
With the continued expansive growth in computing power at low costs,
it has become more cost effective to implement AI techniques that are
capable of deep learning and machine intelligence.
The consumers using these internet-enabled devices may not fully
comprehend what data they are generating, how it is transmitted, how it is
stored (secured at rest) and for what purposes this information is used.
There are certainly security and privacy concerns. And there may also be a
lack of awareness and transparency.
Do we need stronger regulations on AI and IoT research?

Sudha Jamthe:
There is no regulation at all today. We need regulations in several
dimensions.

How will Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
the Internet of Things (IoT) impact
the legal industry in the absence of
regulation and data governance?
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With Uber recently launching a trial of self-driving cars in Pittsburgh, it’s
the question everyone, not just attorneys, is now asking, “In the case of an
accident, who’s the legally responsible ‘driver’ in a driver-less car?”

technologies, the most important ones may be around building a
legal framework for when the responsible party is no longer an easily
identifiable person or company.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) are beginning
to learn on their own and make independent decisions based on that
learning, triggering new questions of responsibility and accountability.
Among AI and IoT’s many challenges in becoming mainstream

To start this discussion on the legal questions to be answered in a world
increasingly populated by autonomous drones, robots, and vehicles, we
reached out to three leaders in the AI space – Stanford’s Sudha Jamthe,
CityMD’s Ramu Kannan and Kimera Systems’ Mounir Shita (we’ve included

www.medialawinternational.com
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1.
We need some governance for security in the home and in
protecting the privacy of consumers. One user setup his home automation
with Apple’s Siri and August Smart Lock and his neighbor was able to open
his door without his permission by talking to Siri from the outside.
2.
Autonomous Vehicles is a huge innovation that is pushing the
boundaries of regulation. Regulation should not be about delaying
getting the car alone on the road but understanding how the car is
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Unified Inbox: Artificial Intelligence - Part 1.
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being trained and set regulations to make sure it is safe for our roads
for consumer traffic.

Leading Bulgarian Law Firm

“Gugushev & Partners has developed an established position

in the market and is rising as one of the region’s most widely
respected practices. Founding partner Stefan Gugushev has
exceptional experience advising a broad range of clients and
leads the team in its advice on broadcasting, programming and
regulation. Working with peers, leading lawyer Petko Angelov
advises on advertising, sponsorship and licensing matters.

”

3.
In healthcare there is lot of consumer data collected by
wearables. There are many companies pushing the boundary of
health data bordering on privacy. HIPPA compliance in the US is
taking care of consumer privacy.
4.
Finally, there are bots. The main question is whether we
can govern the accuracy of the algorithm and set data governance
around the data collected by the bot. This is an open area where
there is no governance because it is hard to get to the underlying
technical details.

Ramu Kannan:
With frameworks like open-source software HADOOP (just one
example) and its associated AI algorithms, AI computing power is
now more easily accessible.
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While AI algorithms are excellent at learning and gaining
tremendous insights from very large datasets, the application of
these algorithms must be guided by experts who are well versed in
the algorithms.
Also, such studies need to be guided by experienced subject
matter experts (health care practitioners in this case). Otherwise, it
is easy to draw false conclusions using brute force techniques. The
results also need to be extensively validated using multiple data sets.
Hence, there may be a need for either reinforcing existing
regulations (HIPAA and protection of Personal Healthcare
Information (PHI)) or extending them to include data generated by
these newer set of devices and services in order to ensure security of
consumer data and protection of privacy.
With AI, while academic research organizations and larger
companies (IBM Watson, GE Predix, Salesforce Einstein) have
mechanisms to validate and self-regulate, the same rigor would
need to be applied to other AI-based studies and conclusions drawn
thereof.

Mounir Shita:
No. I believe the research around AI and IoT should have the
freedom to explore what can and cannot be done, even the negative
sides. Only when we understand the limits and the opportunities
will we be able to recognise the threats.
There will be plenty of politicians who will jump at the
opportunity to regulate AI in the future. But let’s not get blinded by
the doomsday visions several well known people have expressed –
may I add, people who have no background in AI.

Part 2 will feature in the next issue
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Information Technology & Communications
The growing interaction among smart devices (fixed and mobile), as
well as their ability to operate and send information across multiple
platforms and countries are impacting all business sectors. Digital
convergence has redefined many innovation models and has
resulted in new industries emerging and in the dramatic increase
of productivity of human resources.
Baker & McKenzie understands these challenges as well as the
rewards of keeping a profitable and innovative stance in times of
rapid change. We were the first global law firm to offer services
specific to the IT and communications industries and with over
580 lawyers in 47 countries, we continue operating the farthest
reaching and most comprehensive IT and communications practice
in the world. In Mexico, our solid team of IT and communications
lawyers assist clients in a vast range of transactional, regulatory
and commercial matters. By assisting in defining new ways to
comply with laws and regulations and setting forth new contractual
standards for these industries, we often inspire the creation of
policies and laws that transform the Mexican legal system.

About our services:
Technology Contracts and Projects
Privacy, Data Protection and
Transfer Projects
Telecommunications
Internet and Online Media
Transactions
Technology Crises and
Conflict Resolution

Our offices:
Mexico City +1 (55) 5279 2900
Monterrey +1(81) 8399 1300

Sergio Legorreta

Partner
sergio.legorreta@bakermckenzie.com
Tel: +52 (55) 5279-2954

BakerMcKenzieMexico

@bakermckenzie
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